not theory simply because no test tubes are involved: most computational biology, including most of the things my group does, is really computational experiment. Genuine theory, where theoretical models are built and pitted against observations, is on the rise too, but I do not think it will ever be as important in biology as it is in physics. This is because many crucial aspects of biological systems, the products of interplay between mutation and selection, may lend themselves to description and generalizations, but not to derivation from a small set of simple principles.
Theory in Biology
Happy days here again?
Graeme Mitchison
The late 1960s were happy days for a biological theoretician. The monumental early discoveries of molecular biology were still fresh in people's minds, and it was hoped that the further ramparts of biology -development and neuroscience -would yield to the speculative, model-building approach that had just proved so brilliantly successful.
I Taxonomy is a noble subject, but it is the bedrock from which conceptual leaps can be made and not in itself what the Serbelloni participants would have called theory. Perhaps they would have felt their goals were closer to those of that other constellation of theoreticians, whose housing arrangements are also undergoing an expansion: the systems biologists. These brave spirits seek, amongst other things, to bring numerical prediction and dynamic modelling to cellular machinery. If they succeed, we should be able to interrogate a computer program and discover how a living system will respond to any conditions we give it. The system in question might be a special pathway; in moments of hubris, it could be a whole Escherichia coli cell.
I have sampled my colleagues' opinions and found a solid consensus of opposition to systems biology. Mathematical models of complex biochemical systems have never worked, they say. Far better to go for logical, diagrammatic, piece-by-piece descriptions; then we will have the large picture. The more eminent the colleague, the more confidently he or she asserts this opinion.
So many wise heads must surely be wrong. Unfortunately, the arguments on their side are rather good. Take the transcription factor network of E. coli. There are about 300 of these factors and an extrapolation from the hundred or so currently studied suggests the network will be very richly interconnected, with much feedback and multiple control of genes. This, however, is the least of the problem, for the operation of these factors can also be stochastic (there may be only a few copies of any factor in the cell), can depend on the formation of elaborate complexes, and can have a baroque mode of control of transcription, involving twisting or looping out of DNA, for instance. So what seems at first sight like a mere matter of several hundred rate equations turns into labyrinthine nightmare. That's biology for you.
Pessimistic as this picture is, it is not as bad as the alternative. Listen to a biologist explaining a complex system, with diagrams of acronymic molecular components, descriptive schemes with boxes and arrows, and with some detailed structural information thrown in, and after a while a blur builds up in the mind. It is like a lecture on the history of the Balkans. Neat parcellations break down, aggregates spring up everywhere, you never know who is related to whom, and all the names are unpronounceable.
In my view, biology needs numbers; not after the fashion of physics, but in a good engineering, computational spirit. The Hodgkin-Huxley equations and Denis Noble's model of the heart are fine examples of this, though it could be objected that they represent the most tractable aspect of biological modelling, with well-behaved components (ions get up to fewer tricks than proteins) and strong guiding principles from electrochemistry. This just means that we shall have to find guiding principles for other kinds of cellular machinery, and acquire the skills to navigate through the labyrinth. Human ingenuity will find a way.
